
Next generation
warehousing.

Picking made easy with Westernacher We scan | S/4HANA® cloud.



SAP S/4HANA cloud delivers the innovation you need to run at your very 
best. Whether it‘s optimization or complete reinvention that you‘re after, 
utilize the latest technologies such as machine learning and in-memory to 
take your company to the next level of success.

SAP S/4HANA cloud 
– the smart strategy
for warehouse
management.



Easier to access. 
Simpler to navigate. 
Just as powerful.
Westernacher has harnessed the power of SAP S/4HANA cloud and added 
its own features, complementing all that SAP has to offer while making it 
all the more accessible with an Android- based application that is simple 
to use and easy to set up. With Westernacher’s user-friendly offering, you 
have everything you need to manage your warehouse processes simply 
and seamlessly from the cloud. All that is required is an S/4HANA cloud 
account, Android handheld (Android v 4.3) and the Westernacher We scan 
| S/4HANA® cloud application.



Features and 
benefits of
Westernacher
We scan | S/4HANA® 
cloud.
Simple to adopt, easy to access
The android-based RF solution 
is easy to use and is tailored 
for S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse 
Management.

End-to-end operational oversight
The solution is end-to-end  
packaged with daily warehouse 
operations like picking, 
putawayand internal movement, 
allowing for close monitoring of 
these key processes.

Multi-tenant architecture
The application leverages 
S/4HANA multi- tenant architecture 
for user access and management.

No unnecessary complications
The application is easy to set up 
and quick to deploy. 

Real-time overview
KPI-based tiles for easy access 
of information like open and in 
progress tasks for each warehouse 
operation ensures complete 
overview of daily operational 
processes in real time.

Optimize operations
Verification profile to optimize 
warehouse operations. This is an 
exclusive feature not available in 
S/4HANA WM Cloud.

Choose your resource
With the application, you have the 
ability to select a specific resource 
for handling of warehouse 
operations.

Step-by-step guide
Guided UI enhances ease of usage.



Warehouse 
Management

HTTPS

Log In

Resource Fetch / Selection

Warehouse Order / Task Fetch

Warehouse Task Confirmation

KPI

Verification Profile

Resource Selection Task by Operations Task Execution Guided UI

This is how it
works.



Let’s get started. 

www.westernacher.com
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